Early Evening Menu
4:45pm-6:45pm
3 Mezes & Dessert for £15.50

MEZES
Humus chickpeas blended with garlic VG GF DF
Pancar Beetroot and dill salad VG DF (contains mustard)
Anchovies in a lemon and herb oil GF DF
Tzatziki yogurt with cucumber and dill V GF

Sucuk grilled spicy Turkish sausage H GF DF
Mantar Garlic mushrooms with lemon V GF
Borek filo pastries stuffed with your choice of;
- Feta and spinach V
- Sweet potato & roast red pepper VG DF
- Ground Turkish sausage and mushroom DF

Karni Yarik aubergine slices stuffed with steak mince and
cheese with garlic yogurt GF
Corba Lentil and root vegetable soup VG GF DF
Shaksuka aubergine cubes sauteed in tomato, garlic and
Kizartma vegetables with garlic yogurt V GF
onion (served cold or warm) VG GF DF
Arancini breaded tomato and basil risotto balls with a
Tavuk Kanat Mixed spice chicken wings served with garlic
mozzarella centre, served with a red pepper mayo V
yogurt dip H GF *DF no dip
Calamari fried strips of breaded squid with chilli mayo DF
Dolma vine leaves stuffed with mixed herbs and rice VG GF DF
Patates Paprika and rosemary potatoes with spicy tomato
Imam Bayildi oven baked aubergine topped with seasoned
sauce VG GF DF
onion and tomato VG GF DF
Falafel fried chickpea and herb croquettes with lemon and
Fattoush mixed salad with radish and crispy pitta in a sumac,
tahini mayo V GF *VG with no mayo dip
balsamic and mint dressing VG DF
Chicken Kebab char grilled, marinated chicken skewered
Lamb Kebab char grilled, marinated lamb skewered with
with onions and peppers DF H *GF with no chilli dip (£2.00
onions and peppers DF *GF with no chilli dip (£3.00
supplement for this dish)
supplement for this dish)
Full descriptions of the above dishes can be found on our main menu
Complimentary basket of pitta included, any extra bread will be charged
Gluten Free Pitta available for £2.50

DESSERTS
Sutlac – almond milk vanilla rice pudding with a rosewater and strawberry compote. N VG DF
Baklava – buttered layers of filo pastry with your choice of chocolate or nut filling, served with
a scoop of vanilla ice cream V N
Profiteroles – choux pastry balls filled with cream and topped with warm chocolate sauce. V
2 scoops of ice cream – Choose from: Vanilla, Chocolate, Coconut (VG, DF), Strawberry (DF)
Passionfruit sorbet, Mango sorbet (VG, DF).
V = Suitable for vegetarians VG= Suitable for vegans GF = Suitable for Gluten Free
DF= Suitable for dairy free (dish may contain egg) H= Halal meat N= contains nut
All of our dishes may contain traces of nuts and gluten due to these ingredients being heavily used in our kitchen and cooked in the same vicinity.
Please advise the staff of ANY allergies when ordering as not all ingredients are listed in the descriptions.

